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Relatively few substantive issues unite the often-fractious Dallas City Council. But elected
officials presented a unified front last week as they unanimously agreed to impose much-needed
zoning regulations on payday loan stores.
To their credit, council members took a hard line against these lenders by creating a separate
zoning regulation for businesses that too often abuse the financially vulnerable.
Council member Jerry Allen has spent more than a year urging the council — as well as state
lawmakers — to rein in this largely unregulated industry. On Wednesday, Allen’s colleagues
stood with him, offering strong support for a new Dallas law.
The ordinance aims to limit the proliferation of payday and car-title lenders by requiring the
businesses to obtain special-use permits and by restricting where they can locate.
More than 200 of these operations have already set up shop in Dallas, many of them in struggling
southern Dallas neighborhoods. The existing stores won’t be forced to play by the new rules, but
the council’s action will curb further expansion.

Many people in financial straits seek out payday lenders for short-term loans, but as they struggle
to pay interest rates that can reach 500 percent, some become trapped in a hole they can’t dig out
of as interest compounds and fees accumulate.
In Dallas, a coalition of faith-based organizations had loudly sounded the alarm at City Hall and
at the statehouse, drawing attention to these predatory practices. But even as awareness grew,
compelling elected officials to act was still a tough sell.
Lawmakers in Austin have been reluctant to cap fees or enact stringent regulations opposed by
the industry. But while legislators hemmed and hawed, the Dallas City Council got serious about
this issue.
Allen, who is not exactly a firebrand on the council, was admirably relentless about regulating
payday lenders. He quietly built support for zoning restrictions, eventually winning over his
colleagues.
Unfortunately, the city is somewhat limited in the restrictions it can place on lenders. State
lawmakers have more latitude and the ability to regulate some of the most egregious abuses in
the industry.
But council members seized upon the best option available to them by creating zoning rules for
these lenders. And Allen vowed to continue to press legislators to do more in the next session.
“They aren’t going to do it this time,” he noted. “They are going to do it two years from now.
The court of public opinion will demand it.”
For now, though, Dallas can exercise some measure of control over any new additions to the
payday lending landscape. Thanks to Allen — and the council members who voted for the
ordinance — the city has a useful new tool in its zoning toolbox.
———————————————
Meanwhile, in Austin …
The Legislature has passed two bills that would impose stricter transparency standards for the
payday lending and auto-title industries.
— HB 2592 would require disclosure of fees and interest rates for consumers taking out loans.
— HB 2594 would require lenders to be licensed and report data to a state agency.
The legislation is a small step in the right direction, bringing a degree of oversight to the
industry. But lawmakers did not go far enough, as they failed to approve proposals calling for
stronger regulation and a cap on fees. Proponents of these needed changes have pledged to revisit
the issue next session.

The two bills that cleared the House and the Senate are headed to the governor.

